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A wide range of pests, diseases, and nutrient deficiencies can zap the vitality of any cannabis

garden. Inexperienced gardeners often rely on pesticides that are not registered for edibles, as well

as other harmful or ineffective techniques that can render plants unusable. This resourceful guide

comes to the rescue, showing gardeners how to win back a garden and nurture plants to their full

potential, using safe, organic, and integrated pest management techniques. In addition to providing

readers with the know-how to get their plants healthy, Marijuana Pest and Disease Control

highlights design and garden practices to prevent future infections. Author Ed Rosenthal gears the

book to gardeners at every level of experience and in any growing situation from indoor, outdoor,

and greenhouse to hydro and terrace gardens. Extensive color photographs and illustration help

identify the exact problem.
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It's an interesting read, and I did learn a lot in a general sense; but I wanted a quick reference to

common mj pests and specific advice on how to get rid of them. Rosenthal gives us a very nice

entomology lesson, and does have some tables listing the info I was after. Unfortunately, the



structure of the book is more geared to Ed's passionate interest in the bugs themselves, and he

really does not provide an easy-to-use reference for those who are just trying to raise a plant or two

for personal use. I'd like to see the book reformatted, with the entomology lessons in the front

section and the reference tables and photographs in a dedicated section in the back.

This book is truly a wealth of info. Dr. Rosenthal really does a nice job on this book.My biggest issue

with this book is that it has very few color pictures that are color to help ID young pests.A black n

white sketch it great if you really have a solid amount of experiance,yet I have a fair amount and I

found it a bit hard to use it that regard.But, the info. and everything else about this book is

GREAT!!If it had the color pics in diff. growth stages(Pests) I would have had ZERO issue with

giving it a 5 star rating.

I was very happy that he really digs into the subject at hand in detail with nice color photos and

really covers the problems and how to prevent them, I've read other books on the subject but I really

felt like he went above everyone else. I walked away really knowing more than I did when I went into

reading it I find myself making changes to my garden area because of what I've learned here.

Here goes Ed with another one of his fantastic books! A must have for the beginner or expert

grower to assist in managing their gardens. Easy to read and puts basic common sense material in

a simplistic dialogue. This is one of his better books, even though I like them all because Ed doesn't

get bogged down into conjecture, just the facts.

Just another add on to ed Rosenthal's guide to growing marijuana but this book empathizes on what

to look out for that you are not messing up. these are all the elements nature can throw at you even

in a controlled environment

It's a great book. A friend loaned me his, so I ordered it. It's full of helpful information about keeping

any greenhouse or garden healthy, with focus being a cannabis crop. It would be useful for any

greenhouse situation, regardless what is being grown.

Good book, plenty of photos. Book mainly covers wide array of pest in general. Doesn't go into

much detail. Gives you more of a jack of all trades, instead of expertise in 1 area. Even if you aren't

interested in medicinal cannabis,, this book is worth having in your compound of knowledge.



A good reference, more pest control than disease control but a great help nonetheless. Well written

and the pictures really do the book justice, there is no doubt what to look for. Ed does a good job

explaining what to look for and how to solve the crisis, I recommend this read.
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